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Any war is a national calamity — Gen. Von Moltke
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NEWS
Give Dillinger a Badge
Editor Raps His College
The Mother's Day Stamp
Here and There—National
Our Scorn of Politics
A College Prexy Speaks
Soviet Press Celebrates

3*.

THOMAS

MUSGRAVE

JeC

.ILLINGEJl. the notorious desperado, is still very much at
large. Last week he gave the
Chicago police 24
hours to leave
town, but he was misled, for as far
as men such as he are concerned the
police of that city have been gone tor
years. His capture was solved in
theory here. It was pointed out by
a local man that when a Chinese
brigand becomes too bothersome for
the president of the republic the insurgent is made a general. That
stops his banditry. Why not, the suggestion continues,
make Dillinger
head of the American police—apparently the only way to stifle him.

D'

THE EDITOR of the Tufts Weekly "with some hesitation" and
four years background states
two of the oustanding faults of his
college. He says: The average Tufts
student is not up to the level of the
average college student in character,
mind, and general refinement. The
unity of the college is weakened because more than 50 per cent of the
students are commuters. After this
he suggests more encouragement to
out of state students, more emphasis
on personality and less on credits.
Advertising is the way to attract newblood he asserts. Manifestations of
the low level of students are. he says:
noisy chapel audiences, undue influence of fraternities in campus politics, an overly large number of
"greasy grinds", and a scarcity of
students in extra-curricular activities. Introduce, he says, "necessary
and cultural courses administered by
a faculty not too old-fashioned, not
too dogmatic in viewpoint."
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Garnet Nine Loses Series Game
As Bowdoin Scores Four Tallies
While Bates Gets One Lone Run

DeMarco And His Band
To Appear In Europe
Norman DeMarco, leader of
the Bobcats, has just announced that his orchestra is to
play this summer at Vaucluse,
one of the popular French
resorts. According to present
plans, they will cross on one
of the North German Lloyd
liners, leaving New York
June 27 or 28. Their stop at
Vaucluse is to be four or five
weeks in length, with the
possibility that they may subsequently play at some of the
other resorts on the continent.
When their engagements in
Europe are concluded, the
Bobcats will return on a ship
of the same line that they
crossed on, playing as they
will also on their way over.
The rest of the summer will
be spent at the Ritz Ballroom
in Bridgeport, Connecticut.
All Bates student who have
danced to th? Bobcats' music
are sura they will find a
hearty welcome, and will
please others as much as they
have us. This engagement is
recognition well deserved,
and we all join in congratulations for Norm and his
fellow musicians.

Captain Millett Starts On Mound—Darling And
Gordon Finish Game—Walker Proves
To Be Ace For Visitors
Bates opened its state series
campaign yesterday afternoon
with a 4-1 defeat at the hands oi
IJowdoin on the new diamond at
Garcelon Field.
Doug Walker. IJowdoin pitcher,
was too much for the garnet, lie
allowed but three hits and fanned,
eight men. It was not until the
sixth that Bates connected for a
hit. Aldricu getting a single. He
went to second on Toomey's out
and scored on two passed balls
for the lone Bates tally. In the
eighth Millett singled after Gillii
had fanned and Aldrich got on by
Kent's error but both Toomey anc
Dillon flied out to center, (ialla
gher singled to start the ninth but
after Sherman's out both Marcw
and Callahan fanned to end the
game.

Select National
Debate Question
For Coming Year
Problem Concerns Federal Government Aid
In Education
TO BE ADOPTED IN
SCHOLASTIC LEAGUE
*rof. Baird, Former Hate:
Instructor, Member of
Committee

GAME
WITH MAINE HERE
FRIDAY AFTERNOON
PRICE. 10 CENTS

4 -A QROUP PRESENTS
ANNUAL SPRINQ PLAY
IN LITTLE THEATER
Outing Club Sponsors Two Big
Bernard Drew
Events To Open Spring Season
Has Dual Role
Of Bates Week-end Activities
In Production
Margaret Perkins And i Men To Take Canoe Trip Down Saco River On
Wmfam Haver Have
May 12th And 13th While Mixed Group Will
Climb Mt. Tumbledown Sunday
Leading Parts
Starting off the activities of the spring program, the Outing Club will
two d«, canoe trip

PRESENTATION ON
ponsor this cumin* week-end. -May 12 and 1.1th. a
TOMOROW EVENING I down the Saco River and a climb up Mt. Tumbled own.

'The Firsl Mrs. Fnaser" by
St. John <i. Ki-vine in
Three Acts
Climaxing a month of prepar-

Walter Gay '35. Director of trip?
for men. has charge of the canoe
trip and of the men on the mountain
l rip. In planning out this first canoe
trip for the year, the group is to use
four or five canoes and will leave
campus early Saturday afternoon for
Fryeburg where they will embark 1
on the Saco River on the first leg of
the trip.
The paddling will he all down I
stream, and the route will swing
around Mt. Tom and end at Lovell's 1
Pond. Overnight camp will he on the
banks at the halfway mark on Sat-,
urday night, leaving Sunday morning
tor the shooting down the rapids and
the remainder of the trip.
Frances Hayden. Director of trips,
for women, and Walter Gay are in.

Two Freshmen Win
Prizes In Contest

Ernest K. Robinson of HousProf. Brooks Qnlmby. Bates IViiion and a dross rehearsal this
ton, and Mlllircnt 1. Thorp of
'lating coach, announced
Saturday
■vening.
ih<>
4-A
Players
will
preManchester, N. H., were the
hat the national debate
question
sent in tlic Little Theater towinners in the annual Freshman
Captain Millett started on
th« 'or 1934 and 1935 will concern the
prize speaking contest for the
mound for Bates and was touchei. problem of federal aid to education
morrow night anil Friday night at
second division. Robinson was
lor two runs in the first when Shaw This was the problem selected by a
8 o'clock the three act play. "The
recently elected Treasurer of
walked. Stone singled
and
Kent vote of the various debating leagues
First Mrs. Praser", by St. John <!.
the Freshman class.
doubled. Millett retired the side with of the United States. The National
Ervine. This annual Spring Play
three strike outs and
added
two University Extension Association in
Other contestants were: Robmore in the second after Johnson cooperation with 10 or more state
by the Bates Thespians has been
ert Row'e, Donald Window,
had singled.
In the fourth Bates iebating
leagues and
debating
Donald Welch, George Spencer.
•o.nhed by Bernard Drew ':t4.
turned in the best play of the day. coaches all over the country directJason I/ewis, George Scou/fas,
who
has
also
on
short
notice
taken
Hempel doubled and Toomey. after ed the choice of this subject.
Cora Meservey, Elizabeth Stockthe par! of Xinian. Due to iinexfaking a throw to first, threw him
The problem, once chosen,
«a<
well, Muriel Tomlinson, Florl
HE American Artists Profession- out at second while Johnson
was submitted to a national
wording
ence Young, .Margaret Melcher,
pectS
eireunistances
Eaw.rd!
^-|'V'
WK
K
al League leads in the protests then caught off first by half the committee of
well-known
debate
Ralph McMahon, and William
jCurtin .'!(> had 10 relinquish ins ■ down |s a fairly easy one to conquer.
against the new stamp com-. Bates team.
coaches and directors of debating.
Mete,
being
only
about
three
thousand
feet;
!
part
in
the
play.
memorating Mother's Day next SunDarling went in in the sevIncluded on this committee were Dr.
high and havng well defined trails.
day. The League says that James Abenth and was greeted by a
Baird, formerly of Bates and now
The setting is the pleasantly furn- Membership on this hike will be, gates hiked to the Bear Caves bebott McNeil Whistler's portrait of his
debating coach at the University of
double by Walker.
After Hilished sitting-room of Janet Praser limited, and there will he no charge. fore starting their two hours of dismother has been defaced. The back[owa, and Prof. Brooks Quimby. It
dreth w-as out, Toomey to Aidcussion groups,
and finished
the
Outing Club Conference
:
.Margaret Perkins '35) in a flat Pi
ground has been eliminated, the
s interesting to note that Dr. Baird
rich. Walker scored as Bennet
morning with another short hike
At
the
third
annual
intercolleone
of
the
attractive
residential
dispictures on the wall are gone, her
was debating coach at Bates when SOPHOMORES SEEK
got on by Darling's error. Bowa picnic lunch. In the afternoon
tricts of London. As one set is to be giate Outing Club Conference held and
feet have been cut off. It seems that
doin made its last run in the
Prof. Qnlmby was a Bates debater.
more discussion groups took place.
VARSITY
POSITIONS
this
year
at
Camp
Wawonn.
New
used
throughout
the
three
acts,
the
•*i
lise.(l
inrougnoui
Hie
l.m
ee
«tif.
m^
I
nils
ai
>
»"'|i
"»"»'"'
......
■
_" _-„i_i ™.l«,»i,ra
the attempt of the Postoffice departOther members of
this wording
eighth on a pass to Kent and
iplay has-been simplified and ha* al- Hampshire, last week-end President and there was a :specla con whence
ment to fill what is considered a
committee were Prof. Buehler of the
successive singles by
Hempel
»»»- lowed for a more elaborate setting. Samuel Fuller and
Carl Millikin.; for the women concerning W.nt r
As a closing feature of the fresh
sentimental vacuum is not popular
Univ. of Kansas. Dr. Badger of the
and Johnson. Atherton relieved
man debating schedule, four in emJanet Fraser is the divorcee of i Director of the Winter Carnival, re- Carnivals.
with the esthetes, but some folks
Univ. of Colorado. Dr. Ewbauk ot bers of Che iir*»t year class particiDarling with one gone and reOfficers for the coming year were
James Fraser (William Haver '35), presented the Bates club and took,
in' Univ. of Wisconsin.
Dr. Cunare genuinely stirred up. not on actired the side.
striking
out
active parts in the activities there,
elected on Sunday night at the *Mcount of the desecration of a work
ningham of Northwestern Univ.. and pated in a decision debate last Wed- who after becoming a rich and noted
IPhaW.
Of
the
twenty-one
various
schools
siness
mead ng. following which
nesday afternoon, and Prof. Brooks man in England, divorced Janet to
of art, but because there is a "ten
Mr. Aly of the Univ. of Missouri.
Dwight Gordon pitched
the
represented at Camp Wawona
the' Bradford
Washburn
of Harvard
Quimby
is
well
pleased
with
the
marry
Blsie
(Elizabeth
Wallbank
cent vase" of flowers in the corner.
The final wording of the
last inning for Bates and lookBates men were among the first to'gave his well-known illustrated lexprogress
make
by
the
yearling
'36).
Elsie
is
twenty-five
years
No! In Whistler's picture, it is a good
quest ion was the work of Dr.
ed eceptionally good as Bowteams. As a part of the schedule. younger than Jamee
Fraser and arrive last Friday noon, the remain-1 ture of "Attack >
Baird mid Prof. Quimby and
ad for the florists.
doin went out in order.
two debates were held with Lewis- after living with him for five years. der of the dav being spent in getting! ing four thousand feet of film taken
reads as follows:
"Resolved,
Maine comes to Garcelon field on
lost summer to tnn
ton High.
she decides she wants a change, as ac<mminted, swimming, and playing) on an expedition
STOCK of the pessimists up sev- Friday. So far the Pale Blue have
thai the l-'edcral Government
Fairweather Range in southeastern
he
has
gotten
to
the
stage
where
he
bridge.
Negative
Won
eral points. A radio speaker, a dropped two series encounters
should adopt tin- principle of
to
On Saturday morning the dele-1 Alaska.
,\ team composed oi Harriett Dur- is unable to dance and do the things
clergyman, with a following of the championship Colby club, 12-5
equalizing education throughkee
and
Lawrence
Floyd
defeated
of
the
younger
set.
millions luis been advocating for and vesterdav 7-0. Captain Millet
out the nation by means of anElsie is also in love with a. proMargaret McKuslck and
William
some weeks the purchase of silver by mav start again Friday. The Bate*
nual
grants to Hie several
Metz by a 2-1 decision in the de- fessional dancer, and in order to be
the government. His influence was captain's work was satisfactory, fan
states for public. elementary
Wednesday. Floyd was awarded better able to continue friendship
far-reaching. It was discovered last ning seven men and allowing five
and secondary education."
that will be the position as best speaker, also by witb him she wants to divorce James
week that the committee that spon- hits and two runs in six inning*.
This is the question
.
sors bins through
public contrib- Against Maine such pitching should used in the Maine and New Hamp- a 2-1 vote of the two judges and the Fraser and marry a half-wit lord,
utions has invested some of its sur- spell victory for Bates.
shire Bates Interscholastic Debating audience. Ernesl Robinson, although consequently keeping her friendship
Lillian
Bean, he did not participate last week, is With the dancer and also having a
plus in silver anticipating a rise in
A good-sized crowd
was out to Leagues next year.
title as a cloak of respectability.
the price.. The American Legion, watch the new field receive its de- new manager for women, is corres- another freshman on the squad.
The question discussed was that
James Kraser's Problem
the most militant lobby in recent dication. About 100 fans, including ponding With Middlebury and Univ.
Th play actually starts as James
years, has just purchased a head- BowdOln men. from Brunswick. Ban Of Vermont in attempt to arrange of the radio, and the winning team
——
;
/-vj» -r»
J?
f
£iquarters in the capitol for $125,000 the start. The diamond comes up to for debates with these two colleges represented the negative, maintain- comes to the home of
ing
thai
the
United
States
should
in
Vermont
next
fall.
Walter
Norwife Janet to obtain her a
. . .Watch the fireworks when one of expectations, but it is a bit slow as
manager is now- I not adopt the essential features of doesn't want to divorce Elsie bethe brain trust, Itexford Tugwell. is vet Time: 2 hours :!3 and 1-3 min- ton, new men's
i
the
British
Broadcasting
system.
making
arrangements
for
a
men's
cause. "If I let Elsie divorce me. I
proposed to the Senate for confirm- utes. Too bad a jinx has to come in
Sophomores On Squad
Vermont
upon
the
shall look like a libertine—divorced
ation as an assistant-secretary.
with every new field. We'll see bet- debate with
Prof. Quimby has not as many twice in seven years—and peopie
Bates
campus
next
October.
In
both
ter luck next time.
With the present college >ear drawing to a close, the various music
DR EDGAR S. BRIGHTMAN of
Feminine support was there in of these debates the new question freshmen on the squad this year as that are willing to overlook the first
clubs
of Hates are likewise bringing to a finish one of their most successaid
to
education
will
I
usual,
but
he
is
looking
forward
to
one,
won't
overlook
the
second.
And
B. I". has an interesting side- the form of Mrs. Dave Morey and upon federal
using several representatives of the j |f ,',,„„,, divorcP her. I'll look'a bit ril, Masons. However, before Commencement the, still have several conlight on an old theme—the Mrs Bill Carrigan. Bates men were be used.
lass of 1937 on the varsity next ridiculous an old man unable to
American undergraduate's scorn of interested to see that Mrs. Carrigan
))ts |o g,v(.
S|lorl jourl,OJ> |mVe been made to Augusta, Portland, and
vear.
fa
politics. The. problem
of political attempted no back-seat driving.
""Whan"
h*%£
Jtatf.
apart-UVatervilhduring
the pas. month, and another trip will be taken ,«
Three sophomores are new memA big laugh
resulted when a
consciousness has been forced on the
bers of the forensic department. men" he finds his SOS Nlnian tBcr- Augusta on May 17th. Under the instruction of Prof. < rafts .... elaborate
European student, he says, through croup of Bates supporters left at
They are Edward Curtin. David nard Drew '84). there alone. Ninian ,.„,„.,.,., is |„.i„K prepared, to !«• presented before the members of the
years of civil and international strife. the middle of the seventh inning.
Whitehonse, and
I.enore Murphy. is not very much pleased at
seeing j f,.,,cri|,p|, ,
at_seeing
. |
„|,i,i, |luVc their annual convention there nc\t week.
Bowdoin
followers
suspecting
anThe American student thinks that
and this trio has been outstanding his father and makes hin feelings j fed#Iwted misi( r ubs
no doub..
corruption has so permeated the soul other polar expedition.
In debating work during the pas, plain to him in rather subtle re-;
The Q|
j(- societv
Bates
T,-j0.
all discouraged .
of the government that there is no veiled. "They're
I tew weeks.
marks. When Janet arrives, one im- chora, Societv Garnet Quar,et. andj
good left in it. The undergraduate The reason for leaving. howeTer,
mediately sees that she is still fond ft Men>g G,ee c,llb w,u a„ take.
abroad studies hard, while his fellow was the call of the stomach, rather
here is 'cammis-minded" rather than Than the call to battle. 'Ma' Roberts
of James and is ™**T &*•"* ,0 part in this concert. Soloists from the ■
hear that he is getting a divorce.. ^
s include Miss Luclen.
"studv-minded". His feeling of res- "dead" line is definite.
James leaves after getting advice;
ponsibility is for social activities.
Blanchard. svlvester Carter, and j
po
a
bh
ab r
from Janet, and then Elsie, his pre- : „d
'
d Small
"The average student is afraid to BOWDOIN
1 0
0
i,r T» an
ofv and
«TlH VlHS
sent wife,
enters
has aH talk
talk With
with '
I'nder
the
leadership of Dr.
study, afraid of being called a grind, Bennett. 2b... 3
12
0
Choir
Plans
Party
1
Janet.
the most despicable name in college H. Shaw. lb... 4
Woodcock and
Dr.
bawrance a
2 4
In rounding out its season, the
1
Stone,
cf
5
In
the
second
act
the
opening
is
large group of students majoring in
life." Brightman says the American
0 0 1
a rather pleasant scene between Bates Choir is making plans for a
-he science courses, made the trip
student then has to accept the think- W. Shaw, If. .
1 1
1
4
Kent,
ss
Philip -Logan (John Dority '35), an cabin partv in the near future and a
to
Boston
over
the
week-end
to
ating of others, while the European
o 2 2 n
4
Hempel.
3b.
.
.
ardent admirer of Janet and James. committee'under the direction of M- J0urnal EdltOl' AdviSCS
tend
the
open
house
at
M.
I.
T.
T
knows "what he thinks and why he
o 2 0 2
den Gardiner is completing the ar- """." ,
,
i-n
TT
4
Johnson,
tit...
at
In
,a,
.......
_
_
,.
,
~
III this
iui= same
i>a.u.c act
ov.c Philip
.......K talks with
open
house
is
an
annual
affair
thinks it" when he is of college age.
I 0
rangements.
l
2
Walker, p
by
>ring
equip-1
UrffeS
rJaptlSt
Conveil,
Janet
and
complicates
matters
which
all
the
engineerin
0 7 3
0
Headed by Sylvester Carter, the
4
the
DR HAROLD DODDS. president Hildreth. e. . . . 35 4 9 27 12
ment and all the resear
Men's Glee Club of fifteen voices has
Totals,
dancer. Janet throws this story in likewise
used at the institute is demonstratof Princeton, told 1000 New
made several appearances I
Elsie's face, resulting in Elsie's sug- this year. Within the next three
ab r bh po a
ed and explained to the general puJersev teachers last week that BATES
The Gamma Chapter of the Phi
1 12 1
1
gesting to Lord Lame that they weeks this club has planned to take Beta Kappa at Bates College gave
4
blic Invitation
to attend was exbecause of a loss of faith in the ad- Aldrich. lb...
elope, thus freeing James.
3 0 0 0 5
tended to the students here by Gerministration of government, with Toomey. 8b. - •
In a sermon Sunday night at
In act three the d-ivorce has been a four day trip through northern its annual banquet Monday evening
3 0 0 0 0
ald Simard S:: who is a graduate
democracy itself challenged, popular Dunlevy, If. • •
in honor of the recently elected
i Clifton Springs,
New York.
Rev. granted, and James returns to ask Maine.
student at M. I. T.
government is facing a crisis. The Darling, p.... , 0 0 0 0 1
Under the able direction of the members of the class of 1934. Prof.
Stanley Irwin Stuber of the class of Janet's hand again. She refuses,
The open house was held on
traditional American philosophy is Atherton. p ■• • , 0 0 0 0 1
introduced
as
I '25 attacked the Bethlehem
Steel thinking he is doing it as a matter genial Prof. Crafts the musical clubs George M. Chase
, 1 0 0 0 0
Saturday. May 5. from 2 in the
that the best government is the one Dillon, x
Arthur G. Staples,
Co., and called on the Northern of form and to help her social posi- have shown splendid Improvement guest speaker.
afternoon until 10 at night and
that governs least, but that concept Gordon, P- • - • . 0o 0 0 0 0
Baptist Convention
to
repudiate tion James leaives. saying he'll never both in variety and quality of their editor of the Lowistoa Journal and
1 1 0
0
the students who went from
has changed. Today, he said, we see Gallagher, rf. .
their holdings in the company. This see her again, but later Janet re- reportory. Himself a fine musician, a member of the Alpha Chapter of
4
Bates left on Friday and spent
that competition
in elections has Sherman, ss. . | 4 0 0 1
Northern Baptist Convention meets ceives fro-m him a ipearl necklace. he has inspired and guided much phi Beta Kappa at Bowdoin. In a
the extra time in Boston in gomany faults. "It is a sad commen- Marcus, cf•■ • • . 4 0 0 0 0
later in the month at Rochester.
l ^rtnafnTthe mlay Janet remarks, | budding talent to fuller and finer most interesting and witty speech
ing through the Lever Factory
tary on our government.
ne ex Callahan. 2b.- . 3 0 0 3 1
Mr. Staples surpassed even his gein attacking "our outstanding ar-,i ^"T."^^"^
to <court me all over ; expression,
0
0 10 0
and the chemical laboratories
. 3
claimed, "that the president W to Grills, c
mament concern". Rev.
Stuber | .»e< be|^ning^o co
..
Program By Club
nial self. He invited all young peoN,nU
turn to a 'brain trust' of college Millett, p. «•• . 3 0 1 0 3
Monday evening several members ple to keep an open mind for the
Th"aisVatrhde biggest event in the stated. "The Northern Baptist Con-1 **"'"'
16
and
the
curtain
falls.
30
1
3
27
professors" rather than
the traai
Totals
Other characters
are Murdo Fra- of the Macfarlane Club were pre- incoming of new knowledge and to
yoJ"in the scientific work being vention. through its publication sox batted f°r Atherton in the 8th.
tional career men.
"extra-belief"
in the
•
sented
on a program featuring the develop an
the cietv holds $6,000. worth of bonds |
"'"VeJ_KV_Vohn. Pajifitt '36. who
in any university
Bowdoin
2 0 0 0 0 0 11 0—4. NewEngTand it'ates. It has been the in the Bethlehem Steel, Therefore.! «r:.!a*!Vri.i°\n..«iS" *«5 mo- Lewiston and Auburn observance of wonders of the universe.
_|
is
set
on
having
his
father
and
mo
SOVIET Russia's press celebrates Bates
00000100 0—1
Theodore Scamon '34 spoke in be- ,
for Bates students to go while the Northern Baptist Conven ther married again;
Alice Fraser. Music Week. This concert was jointits 22nd anniversary of tne
is making pious peace resolu- Lenore Murphy '36, Is wife of Mur- ly given by the Philharmonic Club. halt of the present senior members,
Runs batted In: Kent 2. Bennett,] custom
down"for the past few years, and the tion
,
founding of Pravda. Communist Johnson.
Two base hits. Kent. Hem- Uin is usually sponsored by the Jor- ,.ions it is reaping rewards from do; Mahel. the maid, is played by Foyer Musical, and the Macfarlane expressing their sincere pleasuro in
party organ, as an
underground
nel Walker. Stolen base. Toomey. trip
en'tlfic and Lawrance Chem-, wars and rumors of wars."
being elected members of this timeElizabeth Stevens '37. William Ha- Chin of Bates.
paper in 1912. The Soviets point with
dan
The Rev. Stanley I. Stuher is a ver and Margaret Perkins, who are
John David appeared as flute so- honored organization.
pride to the fact that combined cir- Sacrifice hit. Walker. Base on balls
According to information gather-1 native of Gardiner where he was
Besides the members of Gamma
culation totals are 12 times that of off MiUett 2. off Darling 1. off -H from Dr. Woodcock the strongest „or„ Augusta 24 1903 the son at carrying the leading parts, are do- loist and gave two selections en1. off Walker 4. Struck
ing the best work of their career titled "Fair Rosemarle" by Kreis- Chapter, representatives from eleven
the papers of Czarist Russia. The Shorten
at the open house was in the ; Benjamin F. and Edith Henderson here at Bates.
other colleges were present. Underler. and "Syrinx" by Debussy.
growth Is so rapid that the circula- nut by Millett 7. by Darling 1. by display
field of Mineralogy and Geology. I Stuher. He attended Bates College.;
guests
were
Priscilla
The Garnet Quartet composed of graduate
As Bernard Drew has taken over
tion of leading papers has been limit- Atnerton 1. by Gordon 1 by Walk
The materials in Physics and Chem-graduating w-.th the class of 192..., one of the parts, Prof. Grosvenor the Misses Blanchard. Grover, Wil- Heath '36 and William Felch '36.
ed. Contrasted to the 500 papers in « I,eit on base. Bowdoin 10. Bates
The members from the class of
ing with the coach- son and Maxim, concluded the pro1923 and 600 in 1929. there are •. Doub™ play, Toomey. Caltatan. istry were much the same as have j He received his theological training|
Robert
Charlotte gram singing. "Steal Away", a spi- 1934 are: Celeste Carver.
now 4162 papers. While "freedom of Aldrich to Sherman H its off J""^ been displayed in the past
Clyde
prompter, ritual, and "A Dream" by Bartlett. Fitterman, Helen Goodwin,
the press" is repudiated as a bourg- 6 in 6 innings, off Darling 4 in l J * with minor changes. The
Jones,
Julius
is based on the theory th?
has Miss Ellen Bailey accompanied the Holhrook, Pauline
eois conception", the press there has innings, off Atherton 0 in 2_3 ^
of
mon visitor has very little
the Quartet and Mr. Almus Thorp was Lombard!, Wendell May. Albert
a wholesome factor.
Reports
Oliver, Frederick Petke, Eileen Soknowledge, and on this has
crimes are not made until the per^stoToTthrDTweyTvenurPresllstage manager, and will be the new at the piano for John David.
thing is explained by the graduate
Several women from Bates also per, Theodore Seamon, and Herbert
petrators are convicted, and no sal-|
continued on Page 3
'.
students who are on duty in the ex- hyterian Church at Rochester, New j
acted as ushers for the performance. Sprince.
kiwis news whatever appears, in (Walker). «-—-«» ■
York.
'
hibits.
fact, private acts seldom are report- Umpires, French and Gibson.
ed. Stalin and Gorky are exceptions. of game 2 hrs. 33 "

Freshmen Teams
Conclude Season

T

Prof. Quimby Pleased
With Yearling- Debate Results

Music Clubs Present Concert
At Convention Of Federation
In Augusta Thursday, May 17

his former Organizations Under Direction Of Prof. Crafts
To Bring Successful Season To CloseSpecial Group Plans Trip

Students Attend
Science Parley

Spend Week-end in Bos-1
ton A

v a?ddcVo\T^ai"

■* •

Bates Graduate
Denounces Large
Steel Holdings
tion To Sell Present
Investments

A.G.S. Speaks
At Banquet For
Phi Beta Kappas
Students To Keep
Open Mind

w
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Student Looks
•

at the
World
_BY JOHN GROSS-

The Pulitzer Prize of SI .000
for the best American biog
raphy teaching patriotic and
unselfish service to the people
has just been awarded to Tyler Wilbur Dennett, author of
•John Hay." Mr. Dennett
spent his freshman year at
Bates, 1900-1901. and then
transfered to Williams, from
which he was graduated with
an A. B. degree in 1904. At
present, he is a professor at
Princeton University.

WHAT JAPAN WANTS
Japan has startled the world
several occasions of late
by he*
stand on the Far-Eas
= .-v prfeee in the;
Duscs M. Stetson. "36. Editor
establishment at
puppet sta
| Sn
carefully
Gordon J»w..'3j Ml£t»S p*r*""' 8
ol Manchukuo out Of Chine- I I :.
argUD
BUSINESS BOABD
. ailmiaaiia s»£i<«r tory aroused the ill feeling
rtema silver ■::J»»es W. OUT«r. '35
BaaHfen M»^»»e.
37, Francis Oirk. 37
important
Now s
. . ■.
tnparatively uaimport"^ KLKESM. '■«: VrbumAv^. ST. koten Vox*.
out with the demand tor a Munroe
.• .
j the d
Single Copi«s._ Ten Cents.
0
Doctrine to govern her
;t:S total output is normally
*'JSX\£S?Z ^VhV'hirTdr.f:»; ■«».«
Written Notice i>f ch»nje ot
the East. This sfaa I - - - ti disre" of our peanuts which .s
before the
toe issue
i»-ue .n
ia «n.en
whieh ine
the c—»«.
change ..
!• .»
to ~;
oovur.
one weeE before
—
VuMisied Wednwd.y gard the "Open-Door Policy" pur,-f our least
;
d„^'"e*^e^\::^^^'^V:^.r^r ttSnTC -ad ,U„ .
sued in regard to China by I
-«•.
a - . Orient would i- - the post off-.-* *1 Lewistec. Mf.De.
_
'
1 Statoa Bestdea
rather than Inflatioa »s
resultinp fro::- :ier
na
with
supposed as ' :- eounChina. Japan is confronted wll
. .• • . Orient
two more important problems
•_ ,• silver and as such a
stic con| to give more goods in exCST WH VT is the staiulinur of the college man on the price list first is a resuli ol tl
- iver than
ditions in China. T
Of the wrui's labor market' .hist B4rw thai is an extrei
tlnct groups in China, the
il present. The hM
important qoestioa to both employer and hopeful empl ■
sents the stand EaX< a by Japan ai
' ' is based on the
■ • v theory ol mono] tn
Probably the (jiuaHirH difficulty ;n determinin«r the anaarer s the other being inclined to a.
Japan's demand that the Man- the light of thes.^ facts, the s
r the college gronp as well as any other group is made up oi to
chukuo incident
be considered
- - attempts
Is Bach man and woman has eome from a particular en- j book. The ■>;!:■
_:
■ pi - the part of a small group to o:
vironment, has faced peculiar problems, and has reacted in ai
blem with wl
specia! concessions from the I :
■a o-.it of her world
dividual manner to the situations he OT she has found.
Due to her cheap labor supply, a
But above and beyond individual distinctions, the society into depreciated yen. and good niachineINTKRVATION A1.1SM '
whiel the college van and woman is going, asks something. It asks i-y. <he has beer. aM
What
has economic seif-suffi,
i hat use can these additions to the group be put .' \N hat possible trade of some ol the other na:
.-' Like all eure-alls It
Some people feel that all the pregood can come to society through their presence.'
J
- irn out to be a joker. T
■sent diffi
ll : Japan's
Bk-a
j .::gunieuts
. -so are sBarehmg. albeit trite, questions, in attempting to attempt to solve her trade pro:'
aneed in Its support. 3u- whea
oul
- ver them. Seer
Agriculture. Henry A. Wallace, said last She is dependent on the
i
ine these we find that the
for moa
December that ••out- college life has expressed itseH in such ra<
- and iraw
She must t
ganixed football.'' A fei
sag
leral Commissioner oi in order to obtain suffi
redits tain::: : - Bsually toe great !'
- -g aomeihing ourKducation remarked. "My complaint about college studants s I " j t0 pay for her n
res at I
i darned docile.'"
...
,
>U VH;
■ II will un• Intil circumstances I re. ' urn to consider mem. the college
^^
^ de
.: to a tower standard
intent to let these matters lie: in general lie had
--ion. there have been many •
Ag
se wh<
that s
we pay our worker
little regard
se factors which later might make or break the posals offered to raise
so much ::
I . -.v rkers in other
silver.
The
latest
:
-■-.'.
i
world in which he lived. Whether or not there has been a i
IBI lea
■■•- ■ »
am
immeni
:' the times, it is a bit difficult to state with certainty. great deal
.
- high wages to mainin t>:
sections
• ■■ -he course crab be v. the grind, the
;s citizen country. Business :n-•
- a aa
■OSt unfavorable factor it:
-'i-active idea monger Perhaps the hope that the evolu- a,fter all the saTI
;uui
M intlook as
,;,„.,.
ana still is at work is a mere editorial fantasy. But we current bus
the worker which really dl ries
with
it
the
pros)
I
BB
■-.■ rTOm twenty editorials of college newspaper editors or
be paid. It would be a
controlled Inflation. The
-• ■• regular dailies from the Herald Tribune to the Lew- gosnents advanced tor the
- ':' h: - - :'-' the
less -fficient
is! i Sun. all stating the hope that there has
'■ change are that It would reh
American dive
- ..: ■ - .ition
in the college atmosphere during the past three years.
the pure.:.
»wer ot the Orient
Paul Gallic©, a leading sports writer, says: "Ne one has con- and restor-' Ma
tr :.'.".* 1
'"".'•■ Amer•
. a serious generation at eoltege now. The ican atonaa
s • ..
I it would lit:
college boy. with the exception of the out-and-out professional who
wants -.• make ■ name for ■hnnnlf M the gridiron in order 10 land
ing job later on, has other things to worry ahout besides
■ , j.;er generation has made a 'ailure of life. The new
nuianswers to the new problems
il • that confront them."'
'■'ably the gl
leal difficulty in attempting to obtain student
•• problems ia that of
B9BBJ :mpuUivenes.s
• Buropetm students as a whole fake a rather
na problems. Undoubtedly
- sa "ine and I
terea
same time, however, the radical tendencies thai
-• bayed are not entirely eoaai
e. There is no
dictatorships of Germany and ftarj
and much.
thn ugl • ■ support thai the youth movements have given then..
But who in America wants a dictatorship' There lies the problem.
■ '.cay it may be better in the end if students take a less active
part in governmental affairs as students, and wait until experience
gives a i r conservative touch Hut t - not exclude study and
:>■ to anderstac i national problems.
SPOBTS SIATT
Rober". E. S»under». 36. Editor

a ■ Hot-

LIST PRICE

J

-■

■'-

TilKHK is i \K characteristic thai are can With certainty give
sent age. That char
- :c is confusion. If ever
I time when .were at sea. ar-heH policies
live and advice conflicting, that tune is now. In
I'.wc.
. ;■ ■
the stock market collapse would be over before
fht tl at Miaailhii moat certainly crash: that any
- ii tler'a 1
ing dictator of Germany anas quite ridiculous; that
•■' : • ver have the temerity to invade China; that, in short.
>uld show us past mistakes son] through them are
se t greater heights
• suits, as flamOtaarTated .iuring the | is)
an, have
tie to confirm our earlier hopes. 1: t enthusiastic
aride nntrers President RiH>sevek has been unable to
:s ■ new or even wk lly renewed economic order. Hitler
- eained even KMH
and is now clamoring at the magic
Bunad rower.
Furthermore.
Fascism is makinsr a bi.i .
i as
| ■
ate B
al ayirttaa Bhle* has panne*] control
G ra any and that to a remarkable degree: his power is trett
as Jaj
- h
'£k-hanaed manner so to speak, annexed a n
slice E •. ma aaaj ia cage- For more. She. in her turn, not sad -'
stern powers that their help will be needed no longer
• t peace of the Fast.
As for the learning- t'tviu the mistakes af the paat we have Rttl !
- say We may have learned what not to do. but have received verylittle help as ti> what t" do. We have outlined in one. two. |
hart has bean the arenkness in capitalism, in democracy.
in Ii -re. Our only excuse for continuing them at
pert:
-. and modification may result in some middle way that
.. - and security.
I "he minute we begin ko talk af peaee and security the armaments companies get to work and hatch am
- war Peace
they say will result in stagnation, and incidentally decreetheir products. War. it is shouted, is inevitable—and a little
back--m their part will only help along that which will
sooner or later begin its beneficial work anyhow.
And a* here we are. We didn't know how much or by whom we
should be governed, what economic policy «ae ah a) I Euttoan, whether
we try M collect our war debts, or not. whether we should or should
not insist upon some responsibility for Chinese independence. In
net ktKwv what, nor when, nor how ro do what are ought
to do.
TrlADRK tor the time being, whoever he may be. is but
an instrument to be used until broken and then to be cast
r; and if he is worth his. salt he will care no more wheft
he is broken than a soldier cares when he is sent where life
- forfeit in order that the victory may be won. In the long fsfe
lighteonanans roe watchword for alfof trs. is. spend and be spent.
s a little matter whether any one man fails or succeeds; but the
cause shall not fail, for it is the cause of mankind. We. here in
America, hold in our hands the hope of the world, rhe fate of the
coming years; and shame and dafgl"aftt win be ours if in our eyes
« •
:' high resolve - diannuHl. if we trail an Oke dust "the
goldeit hopes, of men. if on this new continent we merely build *«r country of great be* unyostt? divided material prosperity, we
shall have done nothing: and we shall do as little if we merely set
the greed of envy against the greed of arroganee, and there bydestroy the material well-being of all of us.—Theodore Roosevelt.

CAN DID A __

Pulitzer Prize For
Former Bates Student

The

Intercollegiate News
Southern California in Wan Mi.
contributes this:
Police—Where are :
such a harry?
Student—I just bought a
and I am trying to they change tho edition.

The Student Council
Mftta «* >'«u'l'.'v Tennis is concerned
^oTKVofo«Wt8" i. .11 that t*y can boast.
Our Outing Club Dirce-tors
Will reallv -.'..n hare learned
osi .
\ fneney Soph has gwatesl Hnrfiks
-/> most sincerely hope)
POT What atomic tamerVer in H He's chemically magnifieient,
Vnd he oapabry doth cope
With fhe most minutest fetter of his pledge"... ■
Large •reek-ends were well enjoyed
By science students all—
In Boston's damp ewwronment. Us saiuBul aome of them
fan besl recall
An even larger head. • ■ •

And speaking of pi-i:
do cops
shoo Bates itndent
Bate= territory?

Here are some odd bits •
.'ion. Did you know:
" j. That the g*
brain is actually pi
.'. That
A:rreri..:r.
miDJDD pennies a
much they weigh? (p
i- ' I
3. That if Jtou
Naval Acade-r
-.pelled without trial?
That you have ;
.a drum in yam*
Wbal eo-ed goes down in his
your mouth, a bridge in
Ambitious boys
worl
.
rrl to break a bridge
M ,..
3. And that I
m:-way through BeBool would So
tor"?
I
have
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Jfendal] May learn
pea . id tall them or rent the
9
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.hnnsh wil-:
-MM-mi
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.• - P ■■>■ the man that
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. - week evidently believe
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A. kroyd.
tB« fair in love and en route.
at Hapsburg". is disturbed oj
"D's" are madTh
e sop.iomore ring will undoub.- But only grinds can mak
■ i
.■„ ,!■ •> ir>r.. von
edly be militai
a la Alabama
Slewed Stwde, Helton l"i
...:-■
P„^l h anacos.
up ana you perl
,
•
Itek you:- painta
mitted to the committee.
ed in that witnesaed
F-.riv Mourn Davidiies—Play-boy
G
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Pond with B1 "e Bette.and Hon.
ie*.
Even
Doc
Hantv ^thh\s ••Joaitah". Ai.o ti:
won
d.-Bel"
geoloatatTcrasli
hound.
.. .After almost four
wouia DW pwiw~.
who forgot t0 glsrn ,y
Kishcr. and FeUowsi^te a hearty
;vrsona„,ies: Ruth :'
I Bun- Watch Ont!
■heer after their valient
««Ueut_ strugsju ____ ^
^^ _
y
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It's irritating and it
means... jangled nerves

20 ways to test nerves

FREE!

—all illustrated. Try

-■ovrVciTtt;

Yes, it's irritating to listen to that
constant, tuneless humming—
and more than that, the humming
is a sign of jangled nerves.
If you notice any of those telltale nervous habits in yourself
— if you whistle through your
teeth—juggle your keys—drum

order-blank below with

them on you^f rienda —

s essm

see if gaa have healthy
I r

on the table—then it's time to
start taking care of yourself.
Get enough sleep—fresh air—
recreation — and watch your
smoking... Remember, you can
smoke as many Camels as yon
want. Their costlier tobaccos
never jangle your nerves.

I yourself... Mail

fronts from 2 packs of
Camels. Free book
comes postpaid.

•CUP AMD atAIL TOOAY!
a. /. Reynolds fobecco Company
D«IX. 7b-F. W natoo-Selem. N.CiOTcioee fronts from2 i ■ i Ii i nf iiml.
Send a» buuk of aerve ura poetpaid.

COSTLIER TOBACCOS

-Vrxwie,

Sara*.
I

ca».

fc_._

3^
"temmi^r

-Ji.ia»«*

~~

——

,

SMOKE AS MANY AS YOU WANT
THEY NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES I

TUNE IN!

r ..-

. . . Vv'h. " IlOOt avoided a w
Posbl
Bi

New game book -

Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS than any other popular brand of cigarettes!

«

C.i.tfCf. CARAVAN mith Casa Loma Orchestra, StoopnagU
Th«„d«, at 9 F. M.. £^.T.-3 f. M., CJ5.T.-7 P. M.. MJ.T -S/M^T"

B

°"~B' **" *
Tj and
WABC-Columbi* .\,twork
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Northeastern Gets Gross Calls Hearing
Freshman Sport
For Open Discussion
Slight Decision In
Although the Constitutional
Dance May 19
Committee which was selectWin Over Garnet ed on April _T, \ Milton
At Chase Hall

OTHER COLLEGES

y

!

Tony Kishon Takes Individual Honors—
Three Firsts

I.indhohn. President of the
Student Council, has not had
a meeting, the chairman. John
Cross ':!.). announces that oil
Thursday at one P. M. the
committee will come together
in a discussion group for the
purpose of drawing up such
amendments to the Constitution as seem necessary.
This meeting will be in the
form of a hearing, and any
student may attend the discussion which will be open for
any suggestions ihat may be
ottered*. The meeting will be
in the Music Room, Chase
Hall.

Presenting the same evenly-balanced outfit that went well in the
Greater
Boston
Intercollegiates a
week previous, the strong Northeastern Huskies eked out a 72-63 decision over the Bates trackmen Saturday. The outcome of the meet hung
in the balance until the 220 sprint,
when with the score 59-58 in their
favor and only two events left, the
Northeastern cohorts took all three
places to set the duel on ice.
Individual honors were copped by
Tony Kishon,
star
Bates
Prosh
weigh.tm.an, who took three firsts and
;! second for eighteen points. These
performances included meet, field,
and college records in the hammer
throw and discus.
Dick
Kllis,
Husky
middle-ace,
niade the most of Bucky Gore's absence to take the 440 and half mile,
Fourteen or fifteen members
keeping the lead for the invaders. •
of the Y. M. C. A. Cabinet will
Danielsott, however,
sprang a surtake Iheir annual retreat this
prise in the latter event and nearly j
week-end to
Poland
Springs
took a hairline decision.
where the group will stay and
The dashes were split with Harry
make plans for the coining year.
Keller winning the century for Bates,
Milton
Lindholm
is
taking
while Hakanson had little trouble in j
charge of the retreat and l>r.
taking the 220 sprint.
Keller was
Kayborn /.erhy will be the faculty member present.
badly tiled in
the
furlong
after
taking the broad jump honors from
Sandier.
A clean sweep was made for the:
Garnet in the mile when Bob Saunders passed Don Malloy in a driving
finish. Semetauskis trailed this duo i
in lair time on an all Bates finale, i
The news members of "La Petite
Tben, with machine-like precision, j Academie"' will be welcomed to the
Paul Tubbs loped to a din in the two | club May 16, at a tea to be held in
mile. Winston shot his bolt in set-1 Rand Hall at 4 o'clock. The tea is
line tbe pace, but CUrl Drake, new | given annually in honor of the stucross-country
captain.
followed' dents whose applications have been
accepted by the committee. At this
Tubbs across the finish line.
Northeastern
showed
surprising time, also the officers
will be instrength in the high jump by taking stalled. Louise Mallinson '34, the
will
introduce
all three places. Sandier set a new retiring president,
Thelma Poulin
field record of 6 ft. 2 in. this event, the new president.
the
new
while Tim Meagher was third in the j •35 who is to welcome
pole vault. These developments 'were ' members.
There will be about fifty members
unexpected to most of the dopesters.
Koyee Pnrington picked up a first present, including the twenty new
guests
include
in the 120 high hurdles and a third ones. The faculty
Mr.
in the longer distance. The other Professor Blanche T. Gilbert,
Bates hurdler. Prank Pendleton, took and Mrs. Robert D. Seward, and Mr.
Angelo P. Bertocci. The chairman in
second in the 220 skirmish.
li was
sweet
revenge
for the command of the tea is Louise MalNortheastern
tracksters
as
they linson aided by Doris ' McAllister,
Harmon,
dropped a 6S-67 meet here in their Helen Shorey, Charlotte
and Thelma Poulin. Professor Gil1931 competition.
bert will pour and Margaret Hoxie.
SUMMARIES
inn-yard dash—Won by Keller, Bales. Rosie Gallinari, Helen Dean, FlorH r-kasbn, Northeastern^ second, F.ldridge. ence -and Elsie Gfrvais will assist
Northeastern, third. Time 10 1-5*.
with the serving.
'_'00-yard dash—Won by Hacknson. Northtern. Qnraky, Northeastern, tieeoiid. AldlError of opinion may be tolerated
Northeastern, third. Time. 22 3-5s.
440-yard dash—Won by Ellis. Northeast- where reason is left free to combat
em, Qnrsky, Northeastern, second. Hall, it.—Thomas Jefferson.
.,.
third. Time .10 1-5*.
--'■ : -li run—Won by Ellis. Northeastern. 1>\: ,'son.
Bates; second,
Stanley,
li. third. Time. 2 m. 1 2-5s.
Oni mile run—Won by Saunders, Bates,
Bate*, second. Seniestakis, Bates.
third. Time 4 m. 3K 2-.r.s.
Tun mile run—Won by Tubbs. Bates.
Ih-ake, Mates, second, Stimson, Norheastero
third. Time 10m. 27 3-5s.
120-yard high hurdles—Won by Purinton.
Bates, Sperry, Northeastern, second, Collins.
N'ortheascrn. third. Time. 16 l-5s.
High Jump—Won by Sandier, Northeastern, Thomas, Northeastern, second, Drake,
Northeastern, third. Height 6 feet 2 inches
(New meet and new field record).
Hmari jump—Won by Keller. Bates, Sandler. Northeastern,
second, Wight,
Bates,
tliird. Distance. 21 feet 11 Vi in.
PERMANENT WAVES, $6-$10
PolS vault—Won by Urban, Northeastern.
Wdtonen. Northeastern, second. Meagher.
H.itea. third. Height 12 ft. (New meet recZOTOS Machineless
i.id).
Shoe put—Won by Milbrundt. NortheastWaving, $10
Kishon, Bates, sedond, Hadley. Norlipastern, third. Distance, 43 ft. 7 in. —New .
-t (record.
$5-$10
Hammer throw—Won hy Kishon. Bates. ! Other Permanents
Annieetti, Bates, second, Milbrandt. Northeastern, tliird. Distance, 152.5.—New field
Finger
Waves
50c
in< pt. and Hates record.
I>iscus throw—Won by Kishon, Bates,
TELEPHONE 3644
Hadley, Northeastern, third.- Distance 141,
S3 ft.—New field, meet and Baes record.
-l.ivelia throw—Won
by Kishon.
Bates,
Hadley, Northeastern.
second.
Milbrandt,
Northeastern, third. Distance, 167 ft. 7 in.

Y. M. C. A. Retreat At
Poland This Week-end

French Club Welcomes
New Members, May 16

May 2. 1981

The Freshman Sport Dance to be
given Saturday evening. May 19 at
Chase Hall, to which all classes'aro
cordially invited, offers big entertainment value, while it promises to
be the most important freshman social event of the college year.
The Bobcats under the skillfull
baton of DeMarco will furnish the
music for the occasion. The price
has been fixed at $1.00 per couple
The refreshments are to be -served
tree of charge.
Director of the Sport Dance is in
the capable hand of Oharles Gore,
committee chairman, with the assistance of the following committee
groups: ehaperones: Carol Wade,
Charles Markell;
entertainment-'
Margaret Melcher, William Spearrefreshments: Ruth Jellison. Ernest
Robinson; publicity: Pricilla Walker, William Earles.
The dance programs may be purchased from either Priscilla Walker
Cheney House, or William Earles
Roger Williams Hall.

CLUB PLANTS TREES
NEAR HATH0RN WALK
Two weeping mulberry trees were
planted on the Campus last Friday
morning by the Stauton Bird Clui>
and were dedicated to the memory
of the late Albert L. Kavanaugh,
The trees were planted by his lilt!.
two year old daughter, Mary Elizabeth.
The mulberries, the choice of the
college, were planted on the main
walk leading from Campus Afenue
to Hathorn Hall.

To the Editor of the STi'DEXT :
I would 1 i'i*■ io congratulate the
sTrp.KNT tor i;s enterprise in publishing a picture, in the last issue
with the headline:
NAZIS KCRX
BOOKS fSEII IX HATES I LASSES.
I have heard that Hitler is a terrible man, but I did not think that he
would go to such extremes as to single out Bates College and burn, i'.i
one blazing bonfire, the books that
are being used
in our classes.
Is
there no redress
against against
such unwarranted action? As far as
I know we have done nothing
to
bring upon us this injustice.
It's
true that President Gray, at various
times during the year, has spoken
on conditions as they now exist in
Germany, but surely Hitler doesn't
mind that.
Mr. Editor, I do not believe that
sucb a state of affairs
should
be
allowed t« continue. I think that wo
should register a protest in no uncertain terms. Perhaps, it we sent
to Germany a petition asking
the
Stortt Troopers to refrain from further burning of books used in Bates
classes, and suggested instead that
they burn the books
used
in the
Bowdoin classes. Mr. Hitler will reconsider and burn no more of out
books.
'Very Truty Yours.
ISIIMtKK MHK, '31.
Editor's Note:
Soon after the publication of the
last STIDENT we received the a-1
hove letter protesting against the
situation in <;ernuin>.
it was felt
t hat
unfair
discrimination
was
shown against Bates in the burning
of textbooks used here. Perhaps the
Nazis robbed
the
Y second-hand

RUBBER AND OIL CLOTHING AND ALL KINDS OF
CANVAS AX!) RUBBER FOOTWEAR
ALSO A FULL LINE OF SPORTING GOODS

LEWISTON RUBBER COMPANY

LEWISTON

AUGUSTA

amment and
particularly
of
the]
| maintenance of the it. O. T. C. were i
i asked to enter
the demonstration.
There were students from Smith. Mt.
Holyoke. Amherst. and State colleges
1
in the procession which carried plac- j
ards. etc. However, the parade was!
met by leers, and
fireworks along
"fraternity row" and did not continue far on the campus.

4-A Group Presents Play

By ROSE G.VIXIXAHI
(Continued from Pa«e 1)
Here are some of the problems of
a student publication:
stage manager for next year.
BeIf we print jokes, people say we are
cause the set will not be changed
silly.
during acts. O'Connor will also hare
If we don't, they say we are too
the job as electrician.
serious.
Thomas Vernon has charge of the
If we clip from other papers, we are
too lazy to write it down ourselves.
Collegiate Facts from here and properties as he did in the last two
If we don't we are stuck on our own there
At Amherst- —a science course productions of the 4-A Players. Warstuff.
'has been created
suitable
to
the: ren Crockwell, likewise, is business
If We don't print contributions, we limitations
of
the
students who manager and is looking out for the
I
don't appreciate true genius.
! haven't scientific minds. - At Minne-: sale of tickets of which there are a
If we do, the paper is filled with junk. sota
there is a freshman who has | few good ones left.
If we make a change in a fellow's been attending that institution for I
St. John C. Emrine, writer of this
,
contribution, we are too critical. j 13 years:
maybe this will be his I play, is a noted English author and
If we don't, we are asleep.
lucky
year.—At
Pittsburgh—the| playright. His works contain many
Now. likely as not someone will say male quartet has been reduced to a plays, short
stories, four
one-act
we swiped this from some other
trio, just the
economic
necessity plays, and
two
publications about
paper -WE DID.
again.
theater craft.
EXCHANGE
The anti-war strike
at Amherst
failed to take on strike proportions
RX\7 C*l AT?K'
Registered Druggist
last week for few students absented
themselves from classes to participate in the demonstration. The strike
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
was an outgrowth of the recent antii war conferences
held
at
Smith.
Corner
Bates
and
Main Street
LEWISTON, MAINE
I Students who wished to show their
| disapproval of the increase of armbook supply for the average of missing books in dormitorv rooms has
changed little. But in any case this
enterprising student, Mr. Arik. lias
felt the injustice of the situation.
Not satisfied with mere
academic
condemnation the author has suggested actual steps which might be
taken to make
our
feelings
felt
abroad.
Surely some action on this matter'
will be taken by the student body
as a whole. Such a condition cannot
be permitted to continue. Her.' is a
concrete and definite action which
we might take.

We can show you a varied
selection of
PRIZE CUPS, FOUNTAIN
PENS, LADIES SILK
UMBRELLAS AND LEATHER
HAND BAGS,
LEATHER BILL FOLDS,
BOOK ENDS, CLOCKS

Barnstone-Osgood
Jewelers
Lewiston, Maine

MERRILL & WERRER
COMPANY
PRINTERS-BOOKBINDERS

95-99Main St.,

AUBURN, ME

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

SCANT BATES STUDENTS TRADE AT OUR STORE
IF WE HAVEN'T HAD THE PLEASURE OF
WAITING ON YOU. COME IN AND GIVE US
A CHANCE TO SHOW YOU OUR MERCHANDISE

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

We Sell Good Clothes

PRESCRIPTIONS

CRONIN •& ROOT

COMPOUNDED

140 LISBON STREET.

LEWISTON.

LUNCHEONETTE
AND

Telephone 3694
College and Sabattus Streets

DEWITT
2 BEAUTY
^/ SHOP

Frederick and Bonat

->>

|S

J. E. LaFlamme

Judkins Laundry
INC.

PHOTOGRAPHER

193 MIDDLE STREET

VISIT THE NEW
STUDIO AT

SHIRT WORK A
SPECIALTY

135 MAIN STREET
Lewiston

Agent
MILTON LINDIIOLM, '3i

TELEPHONE 2134

es area
kind to your throat

LEWISTON SHOE
HOSPITAL
7 SABATTUS STEEET
We Specialize In
REPAIRING LOTUS SHOES
Agent. FREDERICK PETKE, '34
SAT

LE

I

MESSAGER
Publishing Co

IT

WITH

ICE

ORBAM

George A. Ross
ELM STEEET

so round, so firm, so fully packed—no loose ends
that's why you'll find Luckies do not dry out

Batea 1M4

BILL
The Barber
For

|_

.

Eds and Go-Eds mSA
CHASE HAIiL

Job Printers
Publishers

BRING YOUR FILMS TO
US FOR DEVELOPING
AND FINISHING
24 Hour Service

"It's toasted"

We like to tell about the finer tobaccos
in Luckies—the choicest Turkish and
domestic, and only the mild, clean center
leaves—they taste better—then "It's
toasted"—for throat protection. But
we're just as proud of the way Luckies

are made. They're so round and firm, so
free from loose ends. That's why Luckies
"keep in condition"—that's why you'll
find that Luckies do not dry out—an important point to every smoker. Luckies are
always—in all-ways!—kind to your throat.

^Luckies are all-ways kind to your throat

v

The Quality Shop

fj Only the Center Leaves—these are the Mildest Leaves

7&f TmtiLTJetSk f*~\

3 Minutes from Campus

225 LISBON STREET
-

TELEPHONE 1817-W

• 111

.

Ife
.
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TRACKSTERS SEEK VICTORY
IN MAINE MEETJATURDAY
Holiday Will Enable Students To Go To Orono—
Competition To Be Close—Loss Of Gore
Will Hurt Chance Of Garnet

5P0RT5

Tlierc will !«• no classes Siitnnlii.v, anorflini:
to an
alinoiinrt'iiii'iit mafic by the <"ol!<■({<• authorities yesterday aTlernoon, to enable students to attend the Bates-Maine meet at
Orono. It is the usual custom
to suspend classes for the cancelled State meet.
But where
the meet with .Maine takes the
place of
the lancer
enRagcment the same
procedure
is

followed.
Bv BOB S.\I'\I>KRS
As n po*t mortem of the recent
Bncky Core's Ineliglbillty will be
rift in the MITT A Bates will jourus sorely felt at the Maine meet as ney into the wilds Of Orono to enit was List Saturday.
Track
fans MM in a dual
track
meet
with
linn- been eagerly looking forward
Maine. Indoors, the tiarnet
Huckto another Core— K. Black
duel.
sters defeated tin' Pale Blue.
but
The sensational freshman was victor
the loss «,f Bucks Gore, freshman
in their firs! encounter in a record star, will make the meet too close
breaking
looo yard
race in
the
Bat's cage. Since then Black has for comfort.
A Bates victory hinges on the
turned i" a 1:54.2 halt at the I'enn.
ability of getting
substantial
relays and be is undoubtedly anxplaces in the middle distances.
ious to match
"kicks"
with
the
mile and two-mile. Even with
Bates flash again. We feel that the
Saundera at his best, it would
Maine tans were as disappointed as
be a toss-up in the mile, and
we wi re when they heard the news.
in the Northeastern meet
he
However, optimistic Bates dopeslers
showed lack of condition.
si ill figure the Garnet strong enough
Kishon,
Keller,
Kramer,
and
to take the Black Bear again, even
Meagher should account for about
with Core out.
:tr> points among
them,
although
BRICK HAS
Favor of Maine may tie in the pole
GRID SCHOOL
Coach Fred Brice. Maine football vault as he did in the indoor season.
mentor, will personally conduct a Keller, if be runs the 220. may annex another first, but this
event
Week's coaching course
at Maine
Should go to Bates anyway if HutIbis summer for high school coaches, it was announced by V. of M. chinson conies through. Kishon will
probablv take the shotput, discus,
authorities last week. The course
and javelin. Keller can he depended
came as the result of numerous reon to win the century and the broadquests by high school coaches who
jump, and Captain Kramer should
have watched the success of the deceptive system used by the Maine take the high jump.
Royce Purinton will meet Godelevi n in the past. It is said that
dard over the 120 buries and
Brice int.mis to hold back nothing;
with another week's work might
evi iv detail of both offense and detake the
Maine star.
Frank
fense will be outlined and explainPendleton will team with Pured including the "double-lateral pass
inton in the low hurdles.
play" which scored
three
touchClayt Hall and Pendleton will
downs in the series last fall. Just
force Ken Black to the limit if
What the success of the course will
the great Maine
middle
disbe remains to be seen, for after the
tance star hopes
to take the
Bates team flushes its new system
quarter.
next f;ill the Brice school may sudJoel March, promising Maine
denly lose its drawing power. The
half miler, rules the favorite in
new Morey system which
was rethe half.
Bates offers another
cently tested in a dosed scrimmage
freshman star In this event in
worked like a charm. With a fast.
Danielson who is expected
to
smart veteran line and a fine lot of
clip 2 minutes. A powerful, debacks the Bates machine will step
pendable
runner,
Danielson
the caliber of Maine football up a
may quite efficiently fill Bucky
notch or two next season.
Core's spikes and
prevent
a
CLIFFORD GOBS
Maine sweep in the
event alTO WEST POINT
though both Blacks have to be
Paul Clifford shot a fine 43-4!»—
figured on also.
S2 to place 13th out of a field
of
Ernie Black is favored
in the
170 at the New England Intercolleglatee last week. As he is a candi- mile and Cole in the two-mile but
date for West Point Bates will lose Bates can be relied on for second*
his services for the rest of the year. and thirds in both races. The javelin will be close between Kishon and
ANICETTI'S MARX
Roberts and Totman of Maine but
NOT so BAD
Bob Anicetti'.i performance in thD the Bates star should have no diffihammer was most lik«ly overlooker! culty in the shot and discus. Favor
by most of the fans Saturday as should win handily in his specialty,
Kishon hung up a new record of the hammer.
Maine will cop pienty of seconds
152.5 feet in the event. The stocky
football player got off a nice toss tor and thirds in the events that the
142 fee. *hich would have won ban- ■ Garnet.will win. But ^ Bates can
in
the
strictly
Maine
tlih in the t'olhy-\ ermont. Bowdom-I letali
events. Bates should win the meet.
I!. C, or Columbia-Brown meets.
—
:o:
——
Sometimes it seems everybody has
been thinkins; except the reformers.
Lincoln Steftens.

VARSITY CLUB
PLANS DANCE

Plans are rapidly being completed, according to Chairman
Frank
Soba '34, I'T the annual spring Varsity Club Dance, which will be
held tliis year in Chase Hall, Frid.iy ui;:h'. May 1 Sth.
Helping Chairman ?oba with _ar-.
rangements for this dance are Walter Gaj '"•">. Hernard Loonier '34,,
and Robert Kramer '35. Time for
the dance will be from seven-thirty
to eleven with DeMarco
and his |
Bobcats furnishing the music. 1'rograma are to be white with red lettering.
A la ice crowd is expected to attend this dance as there are now
over fifty members in the club, and
Hi- spring initiation of new members will be
before
this coming

event.
Chaperones are Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Spinks. Prof, and
Mrs. Brooks
Quimby, and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Thompson; invited guests are Mr.
and Mrs. Carrigan.
Mr. and
Mrs
Morey. and Pro*, and Mrs. Cults.

PROFESSIONAL
CAREER
Hundreds of college men and women
have found a pleasant and dignified
career as o|itnmetrical eye specialists !
Tho Pennsylvania Stale College of
Dptometry, a class "A" school, offers
\ degree course. Kxtensive | clinical
facilities, complete laboratories and
equipment, woll-known faculty.
For catalog write Registrar, Box C,

Pennsylvania State
College of Optometry
Spencer. Ave. and Twelfth St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

We carry a lar^e assortment
of—
Men's Gladstone Bags
Ladies' Fitted and
Unfitted Cases
Men's Billfolds
—and—
Small Leather Goods

Fogg's Leather Store
123 MAIN STREET

Ivewiston

DOWNING'S
CANDY STORE
We Make Our Own Ice Cream

63 Court Street,

Auburn.

Garnet Tennis Team
Losesjo Colby, 8-1

McCluskey To Coach
At Augusta School

The Colbv College
tennis
team
overwhelmed the Bates netmen on
| Mondav to the tune of eight to one,
Colbv winning five singles and three j
doubles matches.
Bates1 only score]
; was made by
Volney
Bragg wD«
i defeated Cap't. Taylor.
Results of the matches:

Bay .McCluskey '32, popular coach at Bates for the
past two years will coach
football at Cony High. Augusta, next year, it was announced by superintendent of
schools Fred Rurril. Monday,
following a meeting of the
Augusta school board. He
will replace Bill Macomber
who will go to youth Portland High.
While at Bates McCluskey
was an outstanding fullback
and starred at right wing in
hockey. He also achieved the
rank of Phi Beta Kappa. lie
returned as coach of hockey
two seasons ago and turned
out a championship team. He
remained as assistant under
Bill Carrigan and served the
same position under Dave
Morey last fall. He won a
great deal of respect and admiration from all who came
in contact with him and he
will undoubtedly achieve as
enviable a reputation at Cony
as he did here.

By MAIUJAKKT BOXIB

(C)

SIXOI.KS

WHEN IN NEED

ALDEN

Several
Bowdoin
students
are
eagerly awaiting next month when
they will go on an expedition northward. With some
professors
and
Commander MacMillan
the
"Bowdoin" will go to Labrador where an
extensive scientific
survey will be
made of that part of the country.

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

Lewiston Monumental Works
6-10 BATES STREET,
LEWISTON.
TELEPHONE 4634-R

THE NEW
DENTISTRY
A Phase of Preventive Medicine
College Men find in it unusual
opportunities for a career
Harvard University Dental
School offers a competent course
of preparation for the dental
profession.
A "O-ASS A" SCHOOL

ENSEMBLE SUITS
WHITE BUCK
,

Write for catalogue

FOR

Fred C. McKenney
M> Oollac* »nd S»b»ttnj Strata

WASHnro

AMD

oKXAsnra

Auburn

ANY OCCASION

A. G. SPAULDING
ATHLETIC GOODS

CALL

PENDLETON
The Florist
185 MAIN STREET, Lewiston.
TELEPHONE 4635

TENNIS RACKETS
Golf Supplies
Rackets Re-Strung
$2.00 Up

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
AUBURN

LEWISTON

WE \I»'i: FEATURING THE LATEST THING IN
PROCKS FOR GRADUATION AND FORMAL WEAK
Special Discount lo Bates Stuidtents
Charge Account Service

CORTELL'S

"A Complete Banking

G. R. Hunnewell Fur Co.
57 Court Street,

^"
Service'

Lewiston Trust Company
Lewiston, Maine

Auburn

WE ARE CLOSING
OUT OUR PENS AND
PENCILS AT ABOUT

50% OFF

LEWISTON.

100-111 LISBON STREET.

THE BLUE LINE

Lewiston - Rumford - Farmington
DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
I.v. LKWISTOX
7:4.". A.M.. 1:00 P.M.. 6:00 CM.
I.v. RUMPORI)
7:85 AM . 13:50 P.M.. 4:50 P.M.
I.v. FAKMINGTOX
7::i(> A.M.. 12:46 I'.M.. 4:45 I'M.

COBB - MORRIS CO.
51 Court Street

THE

L.r.y M. S. MIn.r. O.M.D.. MO. Dean
Dept. 5, 118 Lcngwooil Ave., Boston. Mall.

SHOES

FLOWERS

Maine

JAMES P. MURPHY CO.
INC.

SPORT COATS

FOR

DRUGS

Lewiston,

4-6, 6-1, 6-2

iKH'BIiES

Allen (Ci defeated Buzzell (B)
4-6. 6-4, 6-1
Brodie (C) defeated Hill (Bl

Naturally we have everything to be found in a
first-class drug store—

Kergeson and Holden (C)
defeated
Bragg and Paige (B|

(B.

Bragg (B. defeated Taylor (C)
3-6, 6-0, 6-.1
Allen and Rothblatt (C)
defeated
Kenseth and Hill (B)
3-6, 7-5, 6-1
Taylor and Brodie (C)
defeated
Turner and Stevens (B)
4-6. 6-1, 6-2

The VV. A. A. Board" is n.akinplans for their annual House Party
to be held
the week-end
of May
t-Z, f-6
tilth. Both the old and new boards
Rothblatt (C) defeated Paige (B)
participate
in this
affair.
Sally
6-1. 6-3
Hughes "35 has charge of transportation. Helen Dean
'35.
Refresh- Holden (C) defeated Kcnseth IBi
meats, and Ethel Oliver '35 Enter-'
4-6, 6-1. 6-4
tainment.
All the girls attending the Swim
at the Auburn "Y" Tuesday night
had a most enjoyable time, and it is :
hoped that many other girls will
take advantage of this splendid opportunity.
Remember, the price is
only 2o(.
The soccer
games
have
been
postponed until the week
of May |
19th. An 85% attendance record is
required to play in the games. Practice for seniors and juniors is Monday at 4:30, for sophomores,
and'
Comer Main & Middle Streets
freshmen. Tuesday at 1:30. Archery
A. A. practice is Tuesday at 1:30]
and Thursday at 11.

BOWDOIN STUDENTS TO
VISIT LABRADOR
REGIONS

defeated Turner
6-U, *>"•»

ALL NATIONALLY
ADVERTISED MAKES

Geo. V. Turgeon
& Co.
JEWELERS
80 Lisbon Street,

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

Lewiston.

Sign
"BIG CHIME CLOCK"

age goodgrapes
make rare wines

Experience keeps a dear school,
in no other.—
but tools will learn
Benjamin Franklin.

and they do
something like
that to mellow
good tobaccos

School of Nursing
Of YALE UNIVERSITY
A Profession for the
College Woman
Tka ihirly months' courx-. providing an
iminMve and varied experience ihrouRh
11,,, eate study HUM hod. leads to tho
degree of
MASTER OF NURSING
A Bachelor's drsn-e in arts, science or
philosophy from a collcce of approved
slnndinc is required for admission. A few
srhnhirshii's available for students with
rtdvunrcd qualifications.

For catalog and information
address :
THE DEAN
YALE SCHOOL OF NURSING
New Haven : Connecticut

WHERE THE RARE WINES come
from they know that the two
most important things in wine-making are the selection of the grapes
and the long years of ageing in the
wine cellars.
ITS VERY MUCH THE SAME in
the making of a cigarette. You have
to get the right tobaccos, then put
them away to age and mellow in
wooden casks.
You can't make a good cigarette
like Chesterfield in a day. It takes
over two years to age the tobaccos
for your Chesterfields—but it adds
something to the taste and makes
them milder.

Maine Athletic
Supply Co.
226 MAIN STREET
Next to Strand Theatre
GOLF, TENNIS, TRACK
and BASEBALL
TELEPHONE 3732
CALL

4040
TOR REAL COURTEOUS
TAXI SERVICE
MAINE

LEWISTON,

The College Store
IS FOR

Lgarette that's MILDER

Bates Students

the cigarette that

A COMPLETE LINE OF
CLASS ROOM SUPPLIES ON
SALE FOR YOUR
COxWENIENCE
DROP IN BETWEEN
CLASSES

M
ffi 1934,

LIGGETT

& MYEU TOSACCO CO.

TASTES BETTER

Everything that modern Science
really knows about is used to
make Cliesterfield the cigarette
that's milder, the cigarette that
tastes better.

